Tapestry Online Learning Journal
We create your child’s development folder
online using the Tapestry Online Learning
Journal application. Each observation we
make can now include notes, photographs
and EYFS assessments, characteristics of
learning and videos. You are emailed on a
weekly basis when new observation entries
are made and can comment on every
observation and even add your own.

Observation by key worker:

Using this application allows you to
comment on your child’s special moments
and being able to add your own stories
about your child’s life outside of pre-school
will also help their learning journey.
" This is amazing!! We have learned so much
about what our child has been learning here
in the month he's been attending..... Both via
tapestry, and talking to the staff - much
more than in the 3 years he's been attending
another setting!!"

Observation by parent:

" I love the tapestry online programme. It is
a delight to see what she is doing and how
well she is progressing. It makes it more
personal for the parents. “
" The new tapestry app makes it much more
interactive and quick for me to see what my
daughter has been doing - I love it! “
" Tapestry has been a great addition to the
observation and assessment process. The
fact that we can respond to observations
immediately and add our own observations
is really good. “
" The tapestry online journal is fabulous we
cannot praise it enough we love seeing what
our daughter has been up to and how she is
being assisted in developing. “

" I look forward to seeing the comments and
photos - this is great! Nice that we have the
opportunity to communicate through it too.”
" Tapestry shows me just how much you pack
into a day!!“

